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Abstract

SMT approaches face the problem of data
sparsity while translating into a morpho-
logically rich language. It is very unlikely
for a parallel corpus to contain all mor-
phological forms of words. We propose a
solution to generate these unseen morpho-
logical forms and inject them into origi-
nal training corpora. We observe that mor-
phology injection improves the quality of
translation in terms of both adequacy and
fluency. We verify this with the exper-
iments on two morphologically rich lan-
guages: Hindi and Marathi, while trans-
lating from English.

1 Introduction

Statistical translation models which translate into
a morphologically rich language face two chal-
lenging tasks: 1. correct choice of inflection, and
2. data sparsity. To understand the severity of
these two problems, consider an example of verb
morphology in Hindi1. Hindi verbs are inflected
based on gender, number, person, tense, aspect,
and modality. Gender can be masculine or non-
masculine (2). Number can be singular or plural
(2). Person can be first, second or third (3). Tense
can be present or non-present (2). Aspect can be
simple, progressive or perfect (3). Modality can
be due to shall, will, can, etc. (9). Thus, for a
single root verb in Hindi, we have in total 648
(2*2*3*2*3*9) inflected forms. It is very unlikely
for a Hindi corpus to have all inflected forms of
each verb. Also, lesser the corpus size of morpho-
logically richer language, more severe the problem
of sparsity.

Using factored models helps in solving the
problem of correct inflectional choice. But solv-

1Hindi and Marathi are morphologically rich languages
compared to English. They are widely spoken in Indian sub-
continent.

ing the sparsity problem is more challenging task.
In this paper, we propose a simple and effec-
tive solution of enriching the input corpora with
various morphological forms of words. We per-
form experiments with factored models (Koehn
and Hoang, 2007) as well as unfactored models,
i.e., phrase-based models (Koehn, Och and Marcu,
2003) while translating from English to Hindi and
English to Marathi. Results show that morphology
injection performs very well in order to solve the
sparsity problem.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
We present related work in Section 2. Then, we
study the basics of factored translation models in
Section 3. We also describe a general factored
model for handling morphology. Then, we discuss
the sparsity problem and the morphology gener-
ation, in general in Section 4, and in context of
Hindi and Marathi in Section 5. Section 6 draws
conclusion and points to future work.

2 Related work

Substantial volume of work has been done in the
field of translation into morphologically rich lan-
guages. The source language can be enriched
with grammatical features (Avramidis and Koehn,
2008) or standard translation model can be ap-
pended with synthetic phrases (Chahuneau et al.,
2013). Also, previous work has been done in order
to solve the verb morphology in English to Hindi
SMT (Gandhe et al., 2011).

Although past work focuses on studying com-
plexity (Tamchyna and Bojar, 2013) and solv-
ing morphology using factored translation mod-
els (Ramanathan et al., 2009), the problem of data
sparsity is not addressed, to the best of our knowl-
edge.

3 Factored translation models

Factored translation models can be seen as the
combination of several components (language95



model, reordering model, translation steps, gen-
eration steps). These components define one or
more feature functions that are combined in a log-
linear model (Koehn and Hoang, 2007):

p(e|f) = 1

Z
exp

n∑

i=1

λihi(e, f)

Each hi is a feature function for a component of
the translation, and the λi values are weights for
the feature functions. Z is a normalization con-
stant.

Factored models treat each word in the corpus
as vector of tokens. These tokens can provide ex-
tra linguistic information about the word. This in-
formation can be used to generate more accurate
inflections compared to other unfactored models.

3.1 Factored model for handling morphology
Note that our goal is to solve the sparsity prob-
lem while translating to morphologically rich lan-
guages. Figure 1 shows a basic factored model for
translation from morphologically poor language to
rich language. On the source side we have: Sur-
face word, root word, and set of factors S that af-
fect the inflection of the word on the target side.
On the target side, we have: Surface word, root
word, and suffix (can be any inflection). The
model has single translation (T0) and generation
step (G0).

Figure 1: Factored model setup to handle inflec-
tions

4 Problem of Data Sparsity and
Morphology Generation

A simple and effective solution to the sparsity
problem is to generate the unseen morphologi-
cal forms of words and inject them into original
model. Note that, we also need to generate factors
that affect the inflections of the newly generated
morphological forms. For example, for the fac-
tored model described in Section 3.1, we need to
generate new Source root|{S} → Target surface
word|Target root|suffix pairs.

But then the question remains: How do we gen-
erate these new morphological forms? Here is the
general procedure that can be adopted while trans-
lating from language X to Y :

1. We identify the factor set (S) that affects the
inflections of words in language Y

2. We learn which inflection the target word will
have for a particular combination of factors in
S on the source side

3. We generate the surface word from the root
word and inflection in language Y

In Section 5, we discuss the problem of data
sparsity and morphology generation in detail, in
context of Hindi and Marathi, while translating
from English..

5 Morphology Generation

Hindi and Marathi are morphologically rich lan-
guages compared to English. They show mor-
phological inflections on nouns and verbs. Before
studying actual generation of various word forms,
we present the factored model setup that is used
for our experiments.

5.1 Factored model setup

Noun inflections in Hindi are affected by the num-
ber and case of the noun only (Singh et al., 2010).
So, in this case, the set S, as in Section 3.1, con-
sists of number and case. Number can be singular
or plural and case can be direct or oblique. Ex-
ample of factors and mapping steps are shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2: Factored model setup to handle nominal
inflections

Similarly, verb inflections in Hindi are affected
by gender, number, person, tense, aspect, and
modality (Singh and Sarma, 2011). As it is dif-
ficult to extract gender from English verbs, we do
not use it as a factor on English side. We just repli-
cate English verbs for each gender inflection on96



Hindi side. Hence, set S, as in Section 3.1, con-
sists of number, person, tense, aspect, and modal-
ity only.

We build similar factored model for Marathi
nouns and verbs. But, Marathi is morphologi-
cally more complex than Hindi, as multiple suf-
fixes can be attached with Marathi root nouns and
root verbs. But, still we can generate one-suffix
word forms of Marathi nouns and verbs.

5.2 Building word-form dictionary

Word-form dictionary is a list consisting of all in-
flected forms of root words. Figure 3 shows a
pipeline to generate new morphological forms for
an English-Hindi/Marathi word pair. The pipeline
needs the information about suffix classification
based on the factors that affect those inflections.
With the help of such classification, we create a list
of the form: Source root|Source S factors → Tar-
get root|Target suffix by extracting source-target
noun/verb pairs from the training corpus.

Figure 3: Pipeline to generate new morphologi-
cal forms for an English-Hindi/Marathi noun/verb
pair

Next step is to create a Target surface word from
the new list of Target root|Target suffix. We build
a joiner (reverse morphological) tool in target lan-
guage, which merges root word and suffix to give
target surface word. The joiner uses the ending
of the root noun/verb and the class to which the
suffix belongs as features. The final word-form
list, thus generated, is augmented to original train-
ing data. Table 1 shows four morphological forms
of boy-lwkA (ladakaa) noun pair. Similarly dif-
ferent morphological forms are created for Hindi
verbs and Marathi nouns and verbs.

We also learn a factored model which combines
factors on both nouns and verbs. We build word-

English root|Number|Case Hindi surface|Root|Suffix
boy|singular|direct lwkA (ladakaa)|lwkA (ladakaa)|null
boy|singular|oblique lwk� (ladake)|lwkA (ladakaa)|e (e)
boy|plural|direct lwk� (ladake)|lwkA (ladakaa)|e (e)
boy|plural|oblique lwko\ (ladakon)|lwkA (ladakaa)|ao\ (on)

Table 1: New morphological forms of boy-lwkA
(ladakaa) noun pair

form dictionaries separately for nouns and verbs
and augment training data with both. Note that,
factor normalization2 on each word is required to
maintain same number of factors.

We also create a word-form dictionary for
phrase-based model. We follow the same proce-
dure as described above, but we remove all factors
from source and target words except the surface
form.

5.3 Experiments and Evaluation

We performed experiments on ILCI (Indian Lan-
guages Corpora Initiative) En-Hi and En-Mr data
set. Domain of the corpus is health and tourism.
We used 44,586 sentence pairs for training and
2,974 sentence pairs for testing. Word-form dic-
tionary was created using the Hindi and Marathi
word lexicon. It consisted of 182,544 noun forms
and 310,392 verb forms of Hindi and 9,869 noun
forms and 101,621 verb forms of Marathi.

Moses toolkit3 was used for training and decod-
ing. Language model was trained on the target side
corpus with IRSTLM4.

For our experiments, We compared the transla-
tion outputs of: Phrase-based (unfactored) model
(Phr), basic factored model (Fact) as in Sec-
tion 5.1, phrase-based model trained on the corpus
augmented with word-form dictionary (Phr’), and
factored model trained on the corpus augmented
with the word-form dictionary (Fact’).

We use Stanford POS tagger5 (Toutanova et
al., 2003) and Stanford’s typed dependencies (De
Marneffe et al., 2008) to extract the factors that
affect the inflections (number, person, tense, etc.)
from English sentence.

5.3.1 Automatic evaluation
The translation systems were evaluated by BLEU
score (Papineni et al., 2002). Also, as the reduc-

2To use null when particular word can not have that factor
3http://www.statmt.org/moses/
4https://hlt.fbk.eu/technologies/irstlm-irst-language-

modelling-toolkit
5http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml97



Morph. Model BLEU # OOV % OOV reduction Adequacy Fluency
problem En-Hi En-Mr En-Hi En-Mr En-Hi En-Mr En-Hi En-Mr En-Hi En-Mr

Noun
Fact 22.30 8.84 2,030 1,399 14.33 2.14 3.62 2.52 3.65 2.20
Fact’ 22.41 8.85 1,739 1,369 3.73 2.55 3.66 2.23

Verb
Fact 23.23 9.02 1,141 1,772 14.11 4.35 3.85 2.67 3.86 2.26
Fact’ 23.26 9.02 980 1,695 3.91 2.73 3.91 2.30

Noun & Fact 20.93 7.55 2,193 3,137 14.87 5.56 3.89 2.69 3.92 2.28
Verb Fact’ 21.03 7.58 1,867 2,963 4.17 2.77 4.06 2.34

Noun & Phr 22.87 9.27 813 1,572 7.38 2.27 4.07 2.70 3.90 2.24
Verb Phr’ 22.89 9.28 753 1,537 4.12 2.72 3.92 2.25

Table 2: Automatic and Subjective evaluation of the translation systems

tion in number of unknowns in the translation out-
put indicates better handling of data sparsity, we
counted the number of OOV words in the transla-
tion outputs. Table 2 shows the evaluation scores
and numbers.
From the evaluation scores, it is very evident
that Fact’/Phr’ outperforms Fact/Phr while solv-
ing any morphology problem in both Hindi and
Marathi. But, improvements in En-Mr systems are
very low. This is due to the small size of word-
form dictionaries that are used for injection. %
reduction in OOV shows that, morphology injec-
tion is more effective with factored models than
with the phrase-based model. Also, improvements
shown by BLEU are less compared to % reduction
in OOV.
Why BLEU improvement is low?
One possible reason is ambiguity in lexical choice.
Word-form dictionary may have word forms of
multiple Hindi or Marathi root words for a sin-
gle parallel English root word. Hence, many
times the translation of the English word may not
match the reference used for BLEU evaluation,
even though it may be very similar in the mean-
ing. Table 3 shows the number of OOVs that are
actually translated after morphology injection and
number of translated OOVs that match with the
reference. We see that matches with the reference
are very less compared to the actual number of
OOVs translated. Thus, BLEU score cannot truly
reflect the usefulness of morphology injection.

5.3.2 Subjective evaluation
As BLEU evaluation with only single reference is
not a true measure of evaluating our method, we
also performed human evaluation. We found out
that Fact’/Phr’ systems really have better outputs
compared to Fact/Phr systems, in terms of both,
adequacy and fluency.

For evaluation, randomly chosen 50 translation

Morph. En-Hi En-Mr
problem #OOV

translated
#Ref.

Matches
#OOV

translated
#Ref.

Matches
Noun (fact) 291 105 30 5
Verb (fact) 436 77 77 0

Noun & Verb (fact) 601 137 174 20
Noun & Verb (phr) 124 21 35 7

Table 3: Counts of total OOVs translated after
morphology injection and the matches with the
reference used for BLEU evaluation

outputs from each system were manually given ad-
equacy and fluency scores. The scores were given
on the scale of 1 to 5 going from worst to best, re-
spectively. Table 2 shows average scores for each
system. We observe upto 7% improvement in ad-
equacy and upto 3% improvement in fluency.

6 Conclusion

SMT approaches suffer due to data sparsity while
translating into a morphologically rich language.
We solve this problem by enriching the origi-
nal data with the missing morphological forms of
words. Morphology injection performs very well
and improves the translation quality. We observe
huge reduction in number of OOVs and improve-
ment in adequacy and fluency of the translation
outputs. This method is more effective when used
with factored models than the phrase-based mod-
els.

Though the approach of solving data sparsity
seems simple, the morphology generation may be
painful for target languages which are morpholog-
ically too complex. A possible future work is to
generalize the approach of morphology generation
and verify the effectiveness of morphology injec-
tion on morphologically complex languages.98
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